Why should I join the team of PHILOSHOPERS?
Working for a smaller team like ours at PHILOSHOPIC, means that you will benefit
from a greater and more flexible work environment. You can be certain that you will be
productive, enjoy your work, and have an impact. You’ll also get a more hands-on
experience, with opportunities to expand skills and expertise, lead modern and
innovative projects in the industry, and be part of the decisions rather than just
execute.
What’s the challenge?
You’ll need to harness your skills as a Software Engineer to help us design and
develop new software products and use your creativity to add new features or
improve current ones. PHILOSHOPIC’s core products are cloud native frameworks
serving customers 24/7, that handle multi-million transactions around or enable
certain services for consumers, retailers and suppliers. We specialise in consumer
engagement, digital commerce, and modern payments in the Retail and Financial
Services industries internationally. We are on a mission to create exciting and
revolutionary consumer experiences, are you in?
What technical skills do I need to have?
You should have excellent knowledge of Object Oriented Programming concepts and
principles, understanding web-app development concepts, be familiar with designing
transactional systems including knowledge of IT security as well as familiar designing,
developing and consuming APIs.
Most of our systems are written in Java thus we expect you to be proficient in Java.
We also use C#, php, javascript, .NET and whatever else is needed to get the job
done. Knowledge of linux system administration, SQL and packaging apps, is useful
while you should be well familiar and experienced with the use of source control and
testing frameworks. Experience in Google Cloud Platform App Engine deployment will
be a strong advantage as well as experience using Git and Maven. Understanding of
iOS or Android development are very welcome.
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What kind of a person are you looking for?
First of all, you will be a key contributor to the team performance, product success,
and our customer satisfaction. You will get guidance and support from the senior
team members but also seen as a source of help and guidance by junior team
members. You should thus be self-standing, self-driven and challenge seeking. Good
analytical skills, the ability to learn quickly on the job, and solving problems efficiently
is what makes our team fit for our customers’ needs.
You should also be comfortable discussing with customers, partners and users of
various levels and properly documenting things. You may occasionally engage to
gather requirements and turn them into product features or you may be engaged in
workshops to scope an offering for a customer or explain a solution. Finally, being fun
or boring, loud or quiet, you should be comfortable working WITH and FOR the Team!
Where will I be based?
You will be part of our growing team based out of our PHILOSHOPIC offices in
Nicosia. You will be measured on your deliverables rather than the hours spent in
office - we do work normal hours Mon-Thu and half of Friday and regularly have team
functions and ongoing learning. You may be asked to travel abroad if necessary but
this is not expected to happen frequently.
How many years of past experience do you ask for?
We are looking for someone with at least 2 years of experience and ideally 5. Number
of years doing a job doesn't mean much if passion for fast and continuous learning
and professional ethos are missing - In any case, we provide the tools, environment
and the support to make things happen!
I think I fit well in that role! What’s the next step?
The position of Back-End Developer/Cloud Engineer at PHILOSHOPIC is a great fit for
your career aspirations? Send us your CV and any past work portfolio/references by
email at careers@philoshopic.com.
We will soon contact you to inform you on the next step - an appointment to meet and
talk, inform you that the position has been given or your background does not really fit
what we are looking for.

Note:Only candidates who fit the description will be contacted in relation to their application progress.
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